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Abstract — Video broadcasts on the Internet have become a commonplace and increasingly find their audience, supported by popular video services and social networks. But there are tasks, that require content delivery network (CDN), which lead to extra expenses, and moreover, does not give sufficient flexibility and limits personalization of the broadcasts. This paper presents the principles of creating a flexible and scalable streaming content delivery network, created automatically for each individual broadcast over existing infrastructure of the cloud virtual machine hosting providers.

The report originates from a commercial project dedicated to creation of media-content delivery network, currently being at development stage.

Keywords — Cloud technologies, virtual machine, CDN, video streaming, hosting, broadcasting, Saas, IaaS, bandwidth

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years of live streaming in Internet, much has changed in the capabilities of computers and networks, but the architecture of Internet remains unchanged. Babbitt hardly distinguishes video program as seen on TV from the same video program shown through a streaming service, but in practice the difference is huge, and it is rooted in the principle of delivering information to subscribers on the Internet: TV sends a signal "to all who is tuned to", but Internet in general does not distribute such messages and the sender has to deliver streams to each subscriber separately. This means that the stream, downloaded from the broadcast server has proportional bandwidth to the number of viewers. For broadcasts with a large spectator audience Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [1] are used. These are special services with wide and stable channels and data centers located "closer to viewers". As a rule, the cost of services of such networks significantly burdens the budget of a broadcast.

At the same time, there are commercial services that have the similar infrastructure, but not aim themselves for such a narrow dedicated purpose — the delivery of streaming media content. They are known as virtual machine (VM) hosting service providers [2]. There is a significant number of companies offering such services, many of them have their own networks of data centers over the world. Normally, creation and configuration of server software can be automated via programming interface (API), Servers can be allocated on a permanent basis (monthly payment), and on an hourly basis. Thus, traffic limits are usually the same for monthly and hourly plans, and for short-term hourly-paid servers apply to virtual machine lifetime. These conditions allow us to move from the problem of scaling broadcasts to a large audience to a project for creation of a CDN over existing VM-hosting infrastructure.

II. METHODS FOR DELIVERY OF VIDEO STREAMS

As it is known from the basics of computer networks, TCP/IP networks have different ways of delivering packages: unicast, multicast, broadcast, anycast [3]. Terrestrial TV could be compared to multicast [4]; packet will be received by all nodes that have tuned to accept it, though it will not be re-sent in case if someone have missed them. Also, transmitter does not know how many nodes accept its packets and sends each packet just once. But Internet uses unicast [5] — an individual packet delivery method, and mostly TCP protocol, which requires establishing a connection with each recipient before sending packets, giving a guarantee of delivery. It perfectly suites for e-mail or documents, but not effective for real-time appliances, such mass distribution of video streams.

To deliver the video streams in their own networks IP-TV operators normally use multicast, which greatly relieves the communications channels avoiding duplication of streams [6]. Thus, the transmitter sends stream to a multicast-address and everyone "listen" it at this location. At the same time, the number of spectators will not affect the outgoing traffic from the server. This delivery method is not applicable to the open Internet [7], but inside the service provider network, this approach can be very convenient (if supported).

III. NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

For commercial VM hosting services the simplest case of a CDN is a cloud of virtual machines that runs "on demand" within the data center of the provider (a new virtual machine runs as load grows and currently working machines approach
to their limits). We can point these important characteristics of the infrastructure provided by cloud services:

1. **Hourly plans.** In fact, the CDN is built separately for each broadcast, so servers are deployed and started only for the time of a broadcast. Even for clockwise broadcasting varying number of viewers will require different bandwidth and, to avoid paying for idle resources, servers will need to be added or removed from this "on-demand" CDN.

2. **Traffic metering:** volume of traffic included to the paid time of the server's life. There are different ways of billing, ranging from complex component price-lists (Amazon EC2) to flat-rate hourly plans with fixed traffic volume (DigitalOcean, Linode, VScale, etc). There are services with unlimited traffic (Rootwelt), but often "unlimited" offers are limited by some of their characteristics, e.g. bandwidth.

3. **Bandwidth of virtual machines.** This parameter determines how many machines will be required, and what will be the depth of the "tree" for a given number of audience flow given bitrate.

4. **Billing for internal traffic in the provider's cloud.** There is a significant traffic exchange between the virtual machines, the CDN consists of. Exclusion of this traffic from the prepaid limit affects the calculation of the limits for the end user. For example, in DigitalOcean there is internal private network between servers in the provider's cloud, where the traffic is not taken into account, but this can be only unicast traffic.

5. **Support for multicast traffic within the cloud.** As we shall see later, the use of multicast / UDP can significantly simplify the structure of the network, making it "flat", distributing the traffic from one "source" VM on the input of the CDN to all the "output" VMs streaming to the viewers.

6. **Application Programming Interface (API) for automated server management.**

7. **Server deployment speed and server technologies supported.** As server deployment is initiated by real-time demand in new resources, deployment time should be the less the better. The less time is taken to add a new server to CDN, the less likely a denial of service or delay in connection to the end viewer will happen. And the less servers will stand by in reserve to reduce the risks of these unwanted events. Server deployment time consists of two main parts: a) deployment of the system and b) deployment of applications and their start. Typical server installation is a time consuming operation, but there is a technology that allows to run a pre-configured software bundle on any operating system and any equipment where it is supported — Docker. In this case, after the launch of a new clean virtual machine just one file is being copied and run, and the machine is ready for use.

Some of the listed characteristics are not mentioned in tariff plans or descriptions of hosting providers, so the choice of the provider is a more tricky task than it may appear at first sight. The availability of the API does not guarantee decent tools for automatic server deployment, and promised high-speed characteristics may be unreachable. To be sure a particular VM provider fits to be used for cloud CDN deployment goals, thorough testing is required. Real-life tests can be run after an version, adopted to provider's API is ready. In this report, we consider only the common approaches to the construction of such a service, and will not go in to details of the implementation of features in the networks of different providers.

IV. STREAM DELIVERY OVER A CLOUD OF VIRTUAL MACHINES

To deliver video streams to end users, CDN needs to create as many copies of the input stream, as the number of concurrent viewers (recipient nodes). In simple case it means that for one input stream of $N$ Mbit/s, the output for the $X$ subscribers requires bandwidth $X\times N$ Mbit/sec. Here we assume that the input stream is equal to each of the output streams.

Normally, CDNs use multibitrate [8] feature to deliver high bandwidth streams to viewers with narrow or unstable channels, such as 3G networks or office networks with limited traffic. Multibitrate lowers output bandwidth requirements, so the formula above shows the maximum evaluation.

For example, a 4 Mbit/s stream (typical bandwidth for 1080p H.264 encoded broadcast) distributed from the virtual machines with 100 Mbit/s network bandwidth limit will serve maximum:

$$N_{\text{max}} = \frac{B_{\text{channel}}}{B_{\text{stream}}}$$

where $N_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum number of viewers that a given virtual machine is able to serve, and $B_{\text{channel}}$ is the corresponding bitrate. If we are distributing streams directly from the input virtual machine, in the best case for a fixed bitrate stream we can serve up to $100/4 = 25$ subscribers. This does not allow us to use this method for real-life broadcasts, where the number of viewers counts in hundreds and thousands, rarely — in tens of thousands.

There are two evident ways to overcome this limit:

1. **Use virtual machines with wider channels** (there are VM-providers offering 1 and even 10 Gbit/s per each VM, having 40 Gbit/s channel in each data center),

2. **Build a tree of virtual machines** to distribute the input stream first to the intermediate layer (or several layers — depending on the desired size of the audience) and then — to the subscribers

In the first case, the calculation of the maximum broadcast audience for a fixed bitrate (e.g. 4 Mbit/s) remains the same simple: for VMs with 1Gbit/s bandwidth it will serve 250 subscribers.
If we create a tree of virtual machines, there should be created at least one “layer” of intermediate VMs behind the input VM.

If the input VM is capable to distribute up to 25 streams, there can be run up to 25 intermediate VMs serving up to 25 streams each (225 subscribers). For a larger audience, more intermediate layers should be started and in general this CDN will serve 25n, where n is the number of layers including the input VM (so, n is not less than 1).

The minimum number of VMs to start at the beginning of a broadcast is equal to the number of layers plus one input VM.

This approach can be implemented to VMs on wider channels, so real-life cases will operate times higher audiences. Nevertheless, this looks straightforward. More elegant solution can be achieved using multicast streaming within the provider's network. In this case there is no need to create multiple intermediate layers as the input VM distributes a single stream to all distributing VMs. The stream is transmitted to a multicast address, the distributing machines listen to it and transmit to the subscribers (the same 25 subscribers on one machine in the example above), as we cannot use multicast in internet environment.

The minimum number of VMs to start is two:

- Input machine, that makes a multicast broadcast,
- The first distribution VM for the first subscribers connecting to the CDN.

To implement this approach, multicast traffic must be enabled in the provider's internal network. Also, it is important to exclude this internal traffic from billing limit.

V. OTHER CDN FEATURES

Popular CDNs provide a range of other services, besides the delivery of real-time streams. One of the main tasks of content delivery networks is providing access to frequently requested information — records of media content, and even sites. In this case CDN acts as cache for static content servers. There are ways to do this job using an alternative way (different from described in this paper, but also using existing cloud infrastructure and services), but they are out of this article's topic. There are other tasks for CDNs, relating to the delivery of streams:

1. Multibitrate. The service must be able to convert the input stream into several smaller bitrates and, in some cases, convert the input format or protocol.

2. Access control. Password protection, IP address filtering or a group-managed access for registered users.

3. User related data collection from the player and browser's environment.

Since the streams are distributed individually to each subscriber, the implementation of these, and more, features becomes possible. It is an opportunity to target, tune or substitute the content of the broadcast, depending on the captured user data such as geotargeting defined by IP address or user's locale (system language) detection to choose the language of the stream and captions.

VI. ALTERNATIVES TO BUILDING AN OWN CDN

Automatic deployment of an own CDN is complicated and depends on many external factors, requires experience in this area. Meanwhile, there are certain services, such as Youtube, Facebook, Twitch, LiveStream, etc., offering live broadcasts. These services are capable to maintain really high loads [9], have a well-developed robust infrastructure and can be used for stream delivery purposes. For example, Youtube's player, placed on any wesiite will display broadcast directly on the page and will not take traffic from the website's hosting. The opposite side of using these services as CDNs is the lack of control over stream distribution and poor user data, available from their statistics. It is impossible to use any targeting, monetization is only available according the network's rules and rates. Free accounts embed their advertising pre-rolls and banners (this can be solved by obtaining corporate domain subscription or private accounts using intermediate services such as Unlim.us). Anyway, this alternative to using or building a CDN gains a growing popularity. There are services for simultaneous re-broadcasting to several networks that enlarges the audience. For example, Facebook live broadcast supplements Youtube, that is good as the main CDN and is represented by a player on the event's website. There are services for re-streaming to multiple networks, such as On-Air.Pro.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Currently there is a suitable infrastructure for the creation of flexible and cost-effective solutions in the delivery of media content to the subscribers of live broadcasts. It can be based on the commercial virtual machine hosting services. This infrastructure corresponds to the level of software technology, that allows to create rapidly deployable virtual servers, easily portable between different providers. At the same time, the differences in terms of hosting services of virtual machines require practical experience and stress testing of each VM provider before making a decision on placing own live stream CDN there.

Depending on the objectives of the project that requires live broadcasts, additional services of live stream delivery can be claimed, which would require the use of a commercial CDN or create an own network, as described in this paper. At the same time, many common broadcast tasks can be completed using existing streaming services and bulk-management services above them.
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